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Applying for a work authorization in Brazil can be a long process. Whether you need a visa depends 
on your reason for coming to Brazil and how long you are staying. For information on whether you 
need a visa get in touch with our team of experts. There is little use searching for information on 
Brazilian official government websites as they are either only available in Portuguese or provide 
very poor information.

Tourist and transit visas are generally easy to get. Any other type of visa requires a lot of paperwork 
and expertise.

Before departure to Brazil
Irrespective of what type of visa you are applying for, you must have a passport with a minimum of 
six months validity remaining. All visa extensions, which are temporary, vary considerably in regard 
of their duration and requirements.

After arrival in Brazil
Holders of visas will have to register within 90 days from their first entry into Brazil at the Federal 
Police to obtain their permit to stay and request the foreigners’ identity card (CRNM – Carteira de 
Registro Nacional Migratorio). It is best always to have the CRNM with you; it is recommended in 
Brazil always to carry an ID. During the CRNM application process, you will also receive a RNM 
(Registro Nacional Migratorio), a registration number which will appear on the CRNM. Furthermore, 
you will be fingerprinted and the fingerprint is shown on the CRNM. Those intending to work will 
also need a Cartera de Trabalho e Previdência Social (CTPS), a workbook, which is available in the 
Labour Department, and a tax identification card (CPF) from the Brazilian Internal Revenue Service.

Work visa types
The type of work visa required will depend on the type of activity you will be doing in Brazil. Different 
jobs and qualifications will require different work visas.

Temporary work visa (Normative resolution 03)
Usually, assignees will obtain a temporary work authorization that will initially be issued for two 
years or the period of the contract, an extension for another two years can be requested. In most 
cases, the application process takes around 40 days. While no vaccination is required, the yellow 
fever vaccination is strongly recommended.

Visas & Immigration
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If you apply for a CTPS (Carteira de Trabalho e Previdência Social and take up legal employment 
in Brazil, you will find the same working conditions as a Brazilian national. In Brazil the maximum 
working hours per week are usually 40 to 44 hours, depending upon whether the employee works 
5 or 6 days a week.

The Brazilian Labour Law prescribes an annual vacation of 30 days that should be taken all at once 
or divided in three parts.

Business relationships
In Brazilian business culture, personal relationships are one of the most important elements. They 
are the key to success. It is the individual person with whom Brazilians do business and not the 
company. Usually business will not take place until a relationship with the business counterpart is 
established. Try not to be impatient as this might take a while. Also while still negotiating do not 
exchange the negotiating team as this might interrupt the whole business process and you risk 
having to start all over again.

When working with Brazilians you will notice that there is a high tendency of mixing professional 
and social relationships. Your colleagues will appreciate you more for your friendliness than for 
your professionalism. Yet the borderline between too friendly and too professional is quite fragile 
and you will have to learn to deal with it.

Before a business meeting
Before meeting up for a business dinner or a general business meeting, it is highly recommended 
to learn some Portuguese phrases. Even if you cannot communicate in this language properly, 
your effort will be highly appreciated. Although Brazilians often schedule or cancel a meeting on 
short notice, business appointments have to be set up in advance.

Dress etiquette
Men should wear dark coloured business suits. Light colours are acceptable for summer (note 
that summer months in Brazil are from December to February). Three-piece suits usually carry 
an executive connotation whereas two-piece suits refer to office workers. It is very important for 
women to dress conservatively, in a suit or an elegant, feminine dress for instance. Opt for very 
natural makeup and manicured nail.

Working Culture
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Business dinners in Brazil
It is acceptable in Brazil to arrive a few minutes late to the meeting. However, this usually does not 
apply to some regions, such as São Paulo or Brasilia. To be on the safe side always arrive on time, 
at least until you become more familiar with Brazilian business culture.
During introductions, shake hands with each other, often for a long time, while maintaining steady 
eye contact. If the group is relatively small make sure to shake hands with everyone present.
Business dinners are often very informal and start with casual chatting. Try to avoid topics such as 
politics, religion or current Brazilian issues. Never start business discussions before your Brazilian 
colleagues raise the subject!

Do not feel offended if you are interrupted as this is very common and acceptable in Brazil and 
indicates interest and enthusiasm. Also body contact, such as touching arms or backs is very 
common so do not step back or try to free your arm.

Further things to avoid
Brazilians tend to speak at a much closer distance to the communicating counterpart so do not 
move back if the distance is closer than what you are used to from your home country.
Brazilian business meetings often run very late so do not schedule two meetings one behind the 
other at it is seen as impolite to leave a meeting before anybody else does.
Most Importantly do not, under any circumstances, criticize and embarrass a colleague in front of 
a group!

Business cards
Business cards are usually exchanged during introductions and handed to everyone present. 
Therefore bring plenty of cards with you.
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Brazil is the fifth largest country in the world. If you want to experience its scenic and cultural 
variety, then you must be prepared to travel long distances. The most common ways to travel from 
city to city are by plane, coach, or car.

Plane
If tickets are bought in advance, flying from one major city to another within Brazil can end up 
being more feasible and much less time-consuming than road travel. So if your trip is brief, you will 
probably want to fly rather than drive. The price of tickets can vary greatly depending on where and 
when you are traveling. For example, a flight from Rio de Janeiro to Sao Paulo takes approximately 
45 minutes, whilst driving takes about 6 hours. For longer distances such as Sao Paulo to Belem, 
a flight takes about 4 hours whilst the coach takes about 2- 3 days. However, if the journey is 
decided upon last minute, flights could end up costing a lot. The typical airlines flying domestically 
within Brazil are Gol, Azul Linhas Aereas, Avianca and TAM. Tickets can be purchased online via the 
airline websites. If you are planning on using TAM, be sure to use the non-Brazilian website, since 
the Brazilian one will not let you purchase flights with a foreign credit card. Always arrive at the 
airport at least one hour before your flight and make sure you have your passport.

Coach
Although distances may seem too long to even consider coach travel, it’s worth noting that Brazil 
has a well-developed coach network that can benefit many of those traveling within its vast 
territories. Bus travel not only suits a lower budget, but you are given a range of comfort options. 
The more luxurious, Leito, buses have more resemblance to business class airline seating than 
they do to the standard economy seats, offering refreshments, entertainment options and fully-
reclining seats.

Every large city, and most smaller ones, have one or more bus stations devoted to long-distance 
journeys which are commonly referred to, in Portuguese, as rodoviarias (pronounced ho-do-vi-ah-
ri-ya). There may be a variety of companies managing the same routes, so be sure to check each 
company’s official website to find the best deals. A few of the major coach companies are Expresso 
Brasileiro, Expressao do Sul, Itapemirim, and Autoviaçao 1001. Reservations can be made online 
and via telephone, but during the off-season and on weekdays you can usually just go down to the 
bus station and buy a ticket for the next departing bus. When traveling in Brazil be aware that it is a 
safe country for bus travel, but you should always be alert, especially in larger cities.

Travel and Transport
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Car
Driving in Brazil is not for everyone. Yet, due to poor public transport infrastructure in some areas, 
you may not have much choice but to get behind the wheel and face the cramped inner-city streets. 
Here are the traffic norms and safety measures that should be taken. Although traffic norms may 
vary depending on what city or region you are in, you should not expect Brazilian drivers to have 
the same regard for traffic laws or traffic etiquette as they do in most of the U.S and Europe. If 
you would like to visit remote areas and don’t want to be confined to airline or bus schedules, 
traveling by car is a viable option. You will find the usual car rental companies upon arrival at the 
airport, or if you are bringing a car in from abroad you should make sure you have all the required 
documentation. 

Depending on where in Brazil you are driving, the quality of the roads vary immensely. In the 
southern regions, the roads tend to be in great condition while in the north, you are more likely 
to encounter dirt roads full of potholes. Either way, you should prepare for the worst and make 
sure the car is up to maintenance standards (i.e. tires, brakes, suspension, etc.) before departing 
on your journey. In more remote areas, a lack of road signs plus the language barrier can pose a 
challenge for expats, so it is advised you plan your itinerary beforehand. Also, if you do not wish 
to draw attention to yourself, its would be wise to choose a simple car that is safe to drive. Drive 
under the speed limit (120 km/hr on highways and 60 km/hr on urban roads), check road signs and 
be particularly alert when stopping at red lights since they tend to be popular spots for carjackers 
or robbers. Also, if you need to leave the vehicle parked, do not leave any valuables inside.

Required documentation
Foreigners are allowed to drive in Brazil for up to 180 days after entering the country if they have 
a valid driver’s license from their home country. During this period you must carry your passport 
with you when you drive in addition to your license. After this period, any foreigner must obtain a 
Brazilian driver’s license by applying at a driving school (autoescola). In order to do this you will 
need to show proof of identity, proof of address, and a CPF number (Cadastro de Pessoa Fisica) 
- used for tax purposes. Employees at the driving school should be able to answer any questions 
you may have regarding the procedure for acquiring a license. Other documents you should carry 
whilst driving your own vehicle are: proof of insurance and vehicle ownership papers.

Traffic rules and norms
Here are some important rules which apply to drivers anywhere in Brazil. Breaking any of the 
following rules would be considered a violation of the law:

 ■ Be at least 18 years old to drive a car or motorcycle.
 ■ Drive on the right, overtake on the left.
 ■ Seat belts must be worn by both driver and passengers. In the case of a child that is too small to 
wear a seat belt, he or she must have a specially fitted seatbelt.

 ■ Mobile phones can only be used with a “hands-free” system.
 ■ Do not run out of petrol (Yes, it is illegal to do so).
 ■ No driving wearing flip flops.
 ■ Drinking and driving. Anything above a blood alcohol concentration of 0.2 grams (i.e. one beer 
for the average person) will not be tolerated.

 ■ Vehicles entering a roundabout have to give way to the vehicles already on the roundabout.
 ■ No right turns at red lights unless indicated through livre a direita signs.

Basic third party insurance is included in the road tax, and the law does not require you to have any 
additional insurance. In the event of an accident you should call 198 for state highway police and 
192 if you need an ambulance. It is worth noting that pedestrian crossings are completely ignored 
in most places with only a few exceptions. Stop signs would be better described as a yield sign 
and, virtually any lane could be a turning lane. Also, where there are sudden, unexpected traffic 
jams, drivers may wave their hands out the window or use emergency lights to signal other drivers 
to slow down.
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Road conditions and safety precautions
Brazil is a huge country with a wide road network spanning more than 1.6 million kilometres. The 
best roads are generally closer to the state capitals and within a fringe of a couple of hundred km 
from the coast. Nevertheless, driving on Brazil's inter-city roads can pose significant risks. As Brazil 
has a deficient railroad network for both freight and passengers, drivers along Brazil’s roads must 
be very careful of trucks/lorries and because of heavy rainfall in certain periods, coupled with the 
weak quality of some roads, you can expect an abundance of potholes.

Be careful with drivers passing on the right side, with motorcyclists zipping and weaving between 
lanes, and tailgaters flashing you with their high beams. When changing lanes make sure you don’t 
block those imaginary motorcycle lanes which can lead to accidents or your mirrors being torn off. 
Because of this you should also never drive with you elbow sticking out of the car window. As for 
the tailgaters, just move to the right and keep calm.

Brazil is constantly criticised for its lack of investment in infrastructure. Although predicted 
to improve significantly over the next decade, public transport services within cities tend to be 
underdeveloped, chaotic, and overcrowded during rush hours.

Most large cities in Brazil are equipped with extensive road networks with buses being the main 
and most accessible form of public transport for Brazilians. Where available, taking the subway 
is a viable option to avoid intense traffic. Taxis are more expensive, but safer to use during night 
times. Nevertheless, safety precautions should still be taken at all times when commuting through 
Brazil’s urban areas.

City buses
Buses are the common form of transport amongst Brazil’s lower-class residents who have to 
commute long distances from the outer-city limits to richer areas where they work. Bus fare is 
generally very cheap by European and U.S standards, but slightly expensive in relation to the low 
incomes received by most bus commuters. A single ticket costs about R$5.00 (€0.95 or $1.30) but 
may vary according to which city you are in and how long your journey is.

Payment of fares can be made in cash or by using travel cards such as the Bilhete Unico which 
includes the use of nearly all public transport facilities, but to obtain one you must be a resident 
and have a CPF number. Students can get discounts with the appropriate Student Card (Cartao 
Escolar/ Carteirinha de Estudante).

Some city buses can get extremely crowded during rush hours (7am - 10am and 5pm - 8pm), 
especially in Sao Paulo and Rio. It is highly recommended you work out which bus you will take 
and from where before leaving the house since bus stops usually have no signs or maps on them. 
Sometimes, the only way you know there is a bus stop is because there is a crowd of people on 
the side of the street flagging down buses. Safety should not be an issue if you are cautious and 
alert at all times. You should also refrain from riding buses after dark. In Rio you have the option of 
an air-conditioned bus service, the Fresco, which is more expensive, but generally worth the extra 
cost during the hotter months. For more detailed information on bus transport within the individual 
cities, see municipal websites for each city (all in Portuguese).

 ■ Sao Paulo: www.sptrans.com.br  
 ■ Rio de Janeiro: www.rioonibus.com
 ■ Brasilia: www.dftrans.df.gov.br
 ■ Belo Horizonte: www.bhtrans.pbh.gov.br
 ■ Curitiba: www.urbs.curitiba.pr.gov.br
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Subways
Subway systems can be found in about eight Brazilian cities including Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro 
and Belo Horizonte. Although covering a very limited area of each city when you compare them 
to most European subway systems, metros are typically cleaner than buses and the best thing 
about them is that you do not become a victim of the heavy traffic. Fares cost around R$5.00 and 
travel cards commonly include metro travel. Brazil’s metros are recognised as safe, reliable and 
cost effective. Nevertheless, you should always keep valuables out of sight and be watchful of any 
suspicious activity occurring around you.

 ■ Sao Paulo: www.metro.sp.gov.br
 ■ Rio: www.metrorio.com.br
 ■ Belo Horizonte: www.metrobh.gov.br

Other metros are found in Brasilia, Cariri, Porto Alegre, Recife and Teresina.

Taxis
Getting around via taxi can save you a lot of time and trouble, especially if you are going out at 
night which is when public transport can be dangerous. Depending on the city you are in, the taxis 
look different: in Sao Paulo they are white, in Rio they are yellow, in Curitiba they are orange, etc.

The safest way to get a taxi is to either call a company (e.g. Radiotaxi, Coopertaxi) or to go to your 
nearest taxi stop, or ponto de taxi. Most pontos de taxi have a telephone number you can call, that 
way they can just pick you up at the door. If there is a ponto near to where you are staying, it is 
worth getting to know the drivers that operate it, that way you always have a safe option.

If you need to hail a cab on the street, be wary since there is a high number of unregistered taxis 
and these can be risky. Chances are, nothing will happen, but if you feel uncomfortable and 
threatened, nicely ask the driver to let you off when you see a ponto. An extra safe option would be 
to use a mobile app, such as Uber and 99Taxis which tracks down your nearest available driver and 
lets you keep a record of who the driver is with all his details.

Once you are inside the cab, you should keep valuables out of sight, such as flashy jewellery, 
smartphones, laptops, etc.  Since taxis are a prime target for armed muggers on motorbikes, if 
they spot you with something valuable, they will hold you up at the next traffic light. Tipping is not 
necessary, however, if the fare ends up being R$12.20, for example, as a matter of convenience 
you should ask the driver round up to R$13.
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In most places, you can find a high standard of housing - provided that you are willing to pay much 
more than you are probably used to in your home country. Depending on what part of Brazil you 
are moving to you will be able to find a wide choice of rental properties (sometimes even for a 
reasonable price). This is especially the case with short-term rentals in coastal areas. During the 
off-season, the prices drop considerably as many Europeans rent their vacation homes during a 
long period of the year.

What type of accommodation is available?
The life in Brazil's larger cities is much more expensive. The rental price for accommodation in 
some central areas often exceeds European or US-American standards. Houses often come with 
gardens or swimming pools but often lack an attic and a basement. Apartments are normally found 
in multi-storey buildings. Long-term apartments and houses are usually unfurnished. This is also 
true for domestic appliances. In some cases bulbs, shower heads and toilet seats can be missing. 
Short-term rental properties on the other hand always come furnished.

A special form of accommodation which is especially favoured by foreigners are Condominios. 
These are fenced housing estates with security staff and cameras. They are meant to provide a 
certain feeling of safety but this comes of course with additional costs.

When searching for housing in large cities like São Paulo or Rio de Janeiro keep in mind the large 
distances and poor transport connections.

A very common method of finding rental property in Brazil is word-of-mouth. You can also search 
in the classified sections of newspapers, on internet or consult an estate agent. If you have good 
knowledge of Portuguese you should start your search for housing by asking some locals for 
available rental property. Brazilians are very communicative and friendly and usually well informed 
about news and occurrences in their environment. Another method is to walk around an area you 
would like to live in and look for “for rent” signs. They are usually displayed in the windows or the 
gates of the property. If a property is to rent the sign will say Alugo. Properties which are only 
available for short-term rentals will state Alugo temporada.

Looking for property on the internet will make the housing search much easier as you can search 
for categories like cities, type of accommodation like temporary or to rent and the price category. 
Some web pages which cover all of Brazil are Classificados Brasil or Zap imóveis.

Housing
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Real estate agents in Brazil
As the real estate agents only charge a commission when you rent a property, you should consult 
several agents at the same time. They all have their own property lists so you get a wider choice. 
Before visiting the properties with your real estate agents, pass by the properties on your own 
to get an idea of the area. You might want to see the area during the evening as many bars and 
discotheques are 'camouflaged' as garages during the day so that the noise might lead to some 
sleepless nights. Many agents offer the same properties. You should therefore compile a list of 
previously visited properties in order to avoid viewing the same one twice. Never pay your real 
estate agent any money in advance as this tends to suggest fraudulent behaviour.

Choosing rental property in Brazil
Before deciding on a property you should consider several aspects to avoid unpleasant and 
unexpected surprises:

 ■ Make sure you have both cold and hot water as two water taps at a sink do not necessarily imply 
hot water.

 ■ Consider that most apartments do not have central heating or air conditioning systems.

When moving in consider changing the locks of the property. The safety you gain is worth the 
money spent. A general rule once you find an apartment is that rental prices are negotiable in any 
price range, so do not be afraid to negotiate.

Brazilian tenancy contracts are usually placed for a term of 30 months and require at least a one-
month's deposit. Lease agreements in Brazil cover a very long period and include many additional 
costs as well as an article that allows an annual rent increase. Before signing a contract make sure 
it gets double-checked by a Portuguese speaking lawyer or your company. Short-term rentals are 
possible but depend on the landlord and have to be arranged individually.

Additional costs
Normally the cost of utilities is not included in the lease price and has to be paid additionally. You 
can arrange an electronic transfer for having water, gas and electricity bills withdrawn automatically 
from your bank account.  If you are living in a Condomínio or an apartment with certain services, a 
monthly fee for the caretaker, security staff, elevator or swimming pool is added to the lease price. 
The Brazilian government raises council taxes (IPTU) for property which in many cases has to be 
paid by the tenant. If the landlord takes over the tax payments this usually results in higher rental 
prices. Pay attention to the fine print in your contract and all the additional costs which are not 
evident at first sight. Make sure the contract contains a section that ensures that the charges for 
larger repairs are the responsibility of the landlord. 

Guarantor
In order to apply for a rental property you might need a guarantor co-signing the contract. Both the 
tenant and the guarantor have to provide certain documents before signing, like proof of sufficient 
salary, the CPF or the CRNM numbers. The tenant's company can also act as a guarantor which will 
simplify the application process as a company offers more security to an owner than an individual 
person.

Termination and renewal of the lease
The rental contract is automatically renewed if neither the tenant nor the landlord has given notice 
for a termination before the lease agreement expires. The renewal term is usually another 12 to 30 
months. If not stated differently in the contract a notice has to be given in written form 3 months in 
advance by the person who wants to terminate the contract (either the tenant or the landlord). The 
tenant may also give 30 days notice but will then loose his deposit and will probably be charged an 
additional fee.
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Electricity in Brazil
The voltage in Brazil is not uniform but depends on individual towns. It is either 110v or 220v with 
a frequency of 60 hertz. The more common voltage is 110v. It is used for instance in Rio de Janeiro 
whereas São Paulo and Brasilia use 220v. Check the sticker on the plug stating the volts required 
before plugging in. Brazil uses both 3 prong and 2 prong plugs, but adaptors are widely available.

Household insurance
Buying household insurance is required by law when renting a property in Brazil. Usually the 
insurance will be arranged by estate agencies. When renting directly from the owner, however, the 
tenant has to take care of the insurance himself.

The insurance fee is paid once for the whole year, normally together with the first month's rent. 
There are numerous insurance plans available in Brazil. The basic plans usually cover fire, lightning 
strokes and explosions. Advanced plans can additionally cover burglary (this insurance is highly 
recommendable), windstorms, hail etc. Minor water damages (e.g. burst pipes), on the other hand, 
are not insurable.

Employing housekeeping staff is very common in the Brazilian middle and upper classes. Foreigners 
coming to Brazil quickly learn to appreciate this touch of luxury. The best way to find housekeeping 
staff is word-of-mouth. Ask your Brazilian friends or colleagues for recommendations. There are 
also agencies that place domestic workers. The candidate should provide an identity card (RG) 
and hold a CTPS. The employer is legally obliged to enter the employment status into the CTPS. 
Advise your employees before they start how to use the specific electrical appliances as the ability 
of handling this equipment cannot always be taken for granted.

Sometimes, the housekeepers live in the same house as the employer who offers them free 
lodging. They do all kinds of domestic work and cook simple meals. They can as well, come once 
or several times a week and is paid on a daily basis. If you require a nanny, you can also hire a 
nurse to look after your children, she is much better qualified, but also expensive.

Having a driver is an option, a personal chauffeur and they are responsible for the maintenance of 
the car but he also handles minor services related to the car.
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In theory, the Brazilian government provides free and compulsory education. In reality, education is 
one of the main problems in Brazil, despite real progress in the last decades. Education in Brazil is 
regulated on different levels. The Federal Government sets the basic guidelines of the educational 
system. It is then up to the local governments to establish the educational programmes. Although 
literacy and school enrolment rates are high, the education system still has deep structural 
problems and struggles to reach international standards. Many Brazilians send their children to 
private schools if they can afford it.

School structure
The Brazilian education system is structured as follows:

 ■ Optional preschool which focuses on social contact establishments and is aiming at academic 
skills.

 ■ Obligatory primary school.
 ■ Secondary education.
 ■ University education.

Brazilian state schools range from nurseries to universities. They can be free for everyone, even 
for adults. Brazilian children attend the state school which is closest to their home. In order to 
register their children at school, parents have to apply personally at the individual school. To enrol 
the child, a birth certificate has to be provided. Brazil provides the whole range of pre-school 
education. There are nurseries for children under 2 and kindergartens for children up to the age of 
6. Depending on the ability and skills of the child, the school will decide together with the parents 
which form of pre-school the child should attend.

Primary education in Brazil
The mandatory age for school attendance was 7. This age has now been reduced to the age of 6 
whereas children can already attend school at the age of 5 as long as they turn six within the first 
semester. During the first part of Brazilian primary education the students usually have one teacher 
throughout the whole academic year or the whole first part if possible. The mandatory subjects are 
Portuguese, History, Geography, Mathematics, Science and Physical Education. In the second part 
of primary education the curriculum is extended by one or two foreign languages, predominantly 
Spanish and English, and each subject is taught by a different teacher. Older students who did not 
attend primary schools at the adequate age are taught together with the younger students. Only if 
they are older than 18 will they be separated from the younger children.

Schooling
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Secondary education
The students continue to study the subjects present in primary schools but also take up new 
compulsory subjects such as Chemistry, Biology, Philosophy and Sociology. Secondary education 
is not mandatory. During secondary education, students can opt for professional training along 
with the usual secondary education. Most expats living in Brazil send their children to private 
schools. They are usually superior to state schools, so that most Brazilian middle class families 
also opt for private education. Apart from the ordinary private schools, there are also international 
and religious schools.

International schools often follow a foreign curriculum (like American, British or German curricula). 
This means that they are accredited abroad and students can pursue their further education 
without any restrictions in the respective countries. Other international schools are run by 
Brazilians, meaning that they prepare their students for an International Baccalaureate or offer 
bilingual education.

Ordinary Brazilian private schools, following a Brazilian curriculum, also welcome foreign students. 
Some expatriates prefer these schools as they normally have lower fees than international 
schools. If you intend to enrol your child in one of these schools it is highly recommended to 
arrange private Portuguese classes to ensure that your child becomes fully integrated and is able 
to follow the courses. Most international and private schools are located in major Brazilian cities. 
Sao Paolo is probably the city that offers most choice.

Tuitions for private schools in Brazil
Tuitions in Brazil vary from school to school. Ordinary private schools can cost only several hundred 
Reais per month whereas costs for the reputable international schools can go up to thousands of 
dollars per month. When calculating the costs, keep in mind that private schools usually charge an 
enrolment fee which corresponds to one monthly payment. This means that there are actually 13 
monthly fees to be paid each year.

Brazilian state schools usually do not provide facilities for students with special needs. If your 
child has a physical disability or learning difficulties, you should opt for private education.

Due to the high number of students, Brazilian school hours are usually divided into three sessions, 
from 7.00-12.00, 12.00-17.00 and 17.00-22.00 o’clock. This fragmentation usually applies to both 
private and state schools. If a school is smaller it can choose to offer only one or two of these 
sessions. A student usually attends only one session per day. This is also designed to reduce the 
number of early school leavers. Whereas compulsory education requires school attendance until 
the age of 14 some students leave school earlier in order to work and support their families. For 
those children the government has established evening classes and also distance courses.

The regulation for school terms and holidays is run by the local governments. The only requirements 
set by the Federal Government are that July has to be a holiday month, that there has to be a break 
at the end of a calendar year and that primary school students obtain at least 200 schooling days 
per year. It is then up to the municipalities to organise the division of these 200 days. In spite of 
the individual regulation a common standard regarding the holidays has come into being. A school 
term runs usually from February to June and from August to December.
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When it comes to health care, Brazil is a country of contradictions. In theory, any person in need of 
medical treatment has access to a broad range of government funded services. In practice, public 
health care is in such a desolate state that everyone who can afford it opts for private health care.
Besides the free public health care scheme, Brazil has developed a growing private health care 
sector which again consists of supplementary health programmes and health insurance. Despite 
government efforts to improve public health care, public hospitals in Brazil are often short of 
medical equipment and staff, and long waiting lists for surgery and other services are common. In 
addition, most doctors in public hospitals do not speak English – which is definitely a problem if 
you're ill and try to explain what's happening!

Those who can afford it therefore opt for private healthcare. Nearly ¾ of Brazilian hospitals are 
private. In contrast to public hospitals, equipment, staff and accommodation in private clinics are 
excellent, especially in big cities like São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. As a foreigner, you should 
definitely opt for private health insurance, if you can afford it. In addition, you should make sure 
that your insurance plan allows you to choose English-speaking doctors or hospitals with English-
speaking staff.

The government managed Unified Health System known as SUS provides a broad range of free 
health care which can be accessed without registration by any person in Brazil, including foreigners. 
The SUS covers doctor's and laboratory fees, hospital accommodation, surgeries, drugs and 
primary care for families in poor areas.

In spite of the numerous sources that finance the health care system, the budget does not 
suffice to cover the increasing expenditures. This results in poor hospital conditions and medical 
equipment, staff shortage and long waiting lists for surgery and other services. For this reason, 
public health care is mainly used by the poorer part of the population whereas everybody who can 
afford it opts for private health cover.

Private health care can either be purchased individually or obtained as a work benefit, depending 
on the employer. It is not restricted to certain groups and conditions and is available to everyone - 
as long as he is able and willing to pay. The private health insurance sector can either be accessed 
via health plans or insurance policies provided by various insurance companies.

Healthcare
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Dealing with this subject for the first time can be very confusing, so start your decision-making 
process by setting your priorities.

 ■ Do you want to cover in-patient treatment only or out-patient treatment in combination with 
hospital accommodation?

 ■ Do you want to purchase additional dental care cover?
 ■ Do you need a health plan that only covers your own municipality or do you want national 
coverage?

You can also check directly the websites of the respective providers to gain an overview of their 
conditions and offers. Unfortunately, most information is only available in Portuguese. Keep in 
mind that a large number of health plan providers only covers single cities, so check also the city 
related websites for further information.

Private health insurance in Brazil
Unlike health plans, health insurance schemes usually cover the whole Brazilian territory. 
Furthermore, free choice of doctors and hospitals is only offered by private insurance policies, 
whereas health plans are usually linked to predetermined physicians and hospitals. Private health 
insurance is provided by general insurance companies (most of which also offer other insurances). 
Regardless of which scheme or plan you choose, dental treatment is almost always excluded and 
has to be purchased separately.

Even if you have purchased private insurance, you can still access free public health care, with all 
its services and medication (i.e. if you're in a remote area where you can only find a public hospital).
What if you don't have a private health insurance in Brazil?

If you decide not to purchase private health insurance in Brazil, you can still access private health 
services if you pay for them separately. However, the fees tend to be more expensive than in many 
European countries. Another option is to purchase private insurance in your home country which 
covers medical treatment and services in Brazil. This can sometimes be a cheaper alternative, 
especially if you only intend to stay in Brazil for a limited amount of time. However, most insurance 
schemes for non-resident citizens only cover medical treatment to a certain age. For more 
information, ask your national insurance company.

Depending on where you are coming from or which part of Brazil you are travelling to, you will 
have to consider different vaccinations and measures of precaution. In most cases, vaccination is 
not mandatory for European and U.S. citizens when travelling to Brazil. However, there are some 
exceptions;

Yellow fewer vaccination
If you have spent more than 3 months in a country with a high risk of yellow fever prior to your 
departure to Brazil, you will have to provide an international certificate of vaccination against yellow 
fever. You can find an updated list of these countries on the website of the Brazilian government.

Even if Brazilian authorities do not require a yellow fever vaccination, it is still recommended 
when travelling to Brazil, particularly for the following Brazilian states: Acre, Amapá, Amazonas, 
Distrito Federal, Goiás, Maranhão, Mato Grosso, Mato Grosso do Sul, Minas Gerais, Pará, Rondonia, 
Roraima and Tocantins. There has been an increasing appearance of yellow fever cases in these 
areas.

Note that such a vaccination takes ten days before being effective. Special caution is advised with 
yellow fever vaccinations for infants between the ages of six months and one year as side effects 
are known to occur. If your child is this age, it must not get immunized to yellow fever!
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Other vaccinations for Brazil
A further mandatory immunization is vaccination against poliomyelitis for children between the 
ages of six months and three years.

Further vaccinations that are recommended include the following:

 ■ Tetanus
 ■ Diphtheria
 ■ Hepatitis A

Additionally, for a stay exceeding 4 weeks:

 ■ Hepatitis B
 ■ Rabies
 ■ Typhus

Malaria and dengue
If you are travelling to Brazil's tropical and subtropical regions you might be exposed to the danger 
of malaria and dengue fever infection. Infections of the latter have increased lately. Both diseases 
are transmitted by mosquito bites, thus take extra precaution:

 ■ wear light-coloured and long clothes.
 ■ use insect repellents, both during the day (against dengue mosquitos) and night (malaria 
mosquitos are nocturnal)!

 ■ If possible, sleep under a mosquito net.

To play it safe consult a tropical doctor before your departure. He can also advise you on what 
medicine you should have in your first-aid kit when travelling to Brazil.

Irrespective of where you travel in Brazil, you should pay particular attention to food, in order 
to avoid intolerance and sickness. Water from the tap is not safe to drink in Brazil and should 
be boiled or sterilised. Vegetables should be well cooked, as well as meat and fish, and fruits 
should only be consumed when peeled. Milk, especially in rural areas, is often unpasteurised and 
should be boiled first. Pay attention to dairy products like ice-cream as these can also be made of 
unpasteurised milk.

Pharmacies in Brazil
Pharmacies in Brazil are well equipped and, due to subsidies provided by the government, drugs 
are usually quite cheap. Some medicines are only available with a prescription. You can identify 
the drugs which require prescription on a red stripe over the package saying Venda sob prescrição 
Médica. Medication is easily available and some pharmacies are open 24 hours.

Brazilian Dentists
Dental treatment is usually not covered by health insurance and has to be purchased either via 
separate health plans or be paid directly. However, dentists in Brazil tend to be much cheaper than 
in Europe or the U.S. This attracts many “health-tourists” who come to Brazil to combine dental 
treatment with holiday. Dentistry in Brazil meets a high standard and offers the most modern 
treatments. In addition, dental congresses in Brazil attract professionals from all over the world 
who seek new technologies and clinical experience. However, pay attention and compare different 
dentists before opting for one, as a “popular” dentist is not necessarily a better one.
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Brazil has a very advanced banking industry particularly after with the adoption of the Real (R$) in 
1994. The Brazilian currency is called the Real (plural: Reais). One Real consists of 100 centavos.

Banks in Brazil 
There are two state-owned banks in Brazil, the Caixa Econômica Federal and Banco do Brasil. The 
latter used to be the Central Bank of Brazil. It has over 4,000 branches in Brazil, various branches 
in 22 countries worldwide and is at the same time the largest bank in Latin America.

There are in addition regional banks owned by the individual Brazilian states and several private 
banks exist. Unibanco, Banco Itaú and Banco Bradesco are among the largest of Brazilian 
private banks. In addition, all larger foreign banks like Santander, BBV, HSBC or Deutsche Bank 
are represented in Brazil offering expatriates the service they are used to in their home country. 
Normal banking hours in Brazil are from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. from Monday to Friday.

The process of opening a bank account in Brazil is quite straightforward. In order to open a bank 
account in Brazil you have to be present at the individual bank branch. Some banks also offer the 
possibility of provisionally opening accounts online.

Documentation required to open a bank account
The following documents must be presented to open a Brazilian bank account:

 ■ Identity document – Either passport or the foreigner's identity. If the CRNM has not been issued 
yet, a valid RNM approval will suffice

 ■ National tax ID number - CPF
 ■ Proof of domicile
 ■ Proof of income

Account types
If you wish to open a current account ask for conta corrente. A savings account is referred to as 
conta de poupança. Whereas a current account is used for daily payment transactions and entitles 
the account holder to a debit card, a savings account only serves to store money but the money is 
interest-bearing. If you receive income in Brazil you might also want to consider opening a salary 
payment account (conta salário). It is equal to a current account but you usually benefit from 
certain advantages, like lower fees on payment transactions.

Money and Financials
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Brazil has a very extensive banking network and ATMs are widely accessible. The popular 
international credit and debit cards, such as VISA, MasterCard, Cirrus and Maestro are nationwide 
accepted. Nevertheless, you should always have enough cash ready as you can never know where 
your card will be refused. When you open a current bank account in Brazil, you will automatically 
obtain a Brazilian debit card.

In order to obtain a credit card you have to be aged 18 and submit your CPF, your RG and proof 
of residence in Brazil and sufficient income. A minimum wage for an international credit card is 
currently R$ 1.200 per month. Some banks also offer debit cards with an included credit card 
function. The conditions to acquire this card are the same as those for credit cards.

ATMs
Nearly all banks have ATM facilities, some of which accept foreign credit and debit cards. Look for 
a respective label at the cash point machine. The permitted withdrawal amount per card per day is 
usually R$ 1,000. After 10 p.m. the permitted amount is reduced so keep this in mind if you have to 
withdraw a higher sum.

Be careful if the withdrawal fails. Take the bank receipt if available, as sometimes your account 
is still charged although you actually do not receive any money. Also take a look if the machine 
appears to have any unusual devices which are used by criminals to copy banking card data. Use 
the cash points which are inside a building.

Travellers cheques and money exchange
Currency and US Dollars travellers checks can be cashed in exchange offices, banks and also some 
travel agencies and hotels. The exchange rate for cash is usually slightly better but exchange fees 
in general are quite high. To change money you will need your passport. Note that it can be very 
difficult to change money during weekends, so try always to change enough to come through the 
weekend or change immediately after your arrival at an international Brazilian airport as there are 
no time restrictions. Before leaving Brazil change the local currency for Dollar as the Real cannot 
be changed outside of Brazil.

Money transfers in Brazil are very convenient, but also very expensive. You can pay most of your 
bills online or use the wide network of banking service points to perform your banking transactions. 
If you want to transfer money, e.g. pay your bills, you can also make your payment at the cashier in 
your local Brazilian bank, instead of using the internet or the ATMs. However, many Brazilians are 
still choosing the “personal” way of paying their bills so prepare for long queues at the tills.

Money transfers within Brazil
Banking is quite expensive in Brazil. Apart from high interest rates you have to pay government 
imposed taxes on every transaction. These include a portion of 0,038% and a commission fee of 
2% of the amount you are transferring. When transferring money abroad further costs come on 
top of that. If you make regular payments, such as rent or utility payments, it is recommendable to 
arrange a standing order. The amount will be transferred automatically from your account.

International money transfers
When transferring funds abroad from your Brazilian account you must be present at the bank 
branch to sign the foreign exchange contract that states the conversion rates for the transfer. 
The same procedure applies when receiving international transfers in Brazil. In order to perform 
an international bank transfer you have to provide the name of the receiving bank, the account 
number and the account holder, the SWIFT code and the IBAN number of the receiving bank. Such 
a transaction usually takes 5-7 workdays. A considerably faster, yet much more expensive, service 
is provided by Western Union (via Banco do Brasil) or Moneygram (via Banco do Itaú).
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Importing and exporting money
You are permitted to import and export any amount of money to and from Brazil, but amounts over 
R$ 10,000 must be declared. The Brazilian taxation system is very extensive. Taxes are levied at the 
state level as well as on district and municipality levels. This leads to numerous different taxes so 
you might consider consulting a specialist for your initial time in Brazil.

Taxation 
The income taxation for foreigners is based on the foreigner's residence status. Foreigners who 
enter Brazil can be subject to income tax (IRPF - Imposto de Renda de Pessoa Física) without 
restrictions. This means that all their income, regardless of where in the world it has been achieved, 
can be taxable in Brazil.

All tax residents who are subject to unrestricted taxation must file a Brazilian tax return. The 
filing deadline is the last working day of April for the preceding tax year. This deadline cannot be 
extended under any circumstances. A tax year equals a calendar year.

Tax declarations are usually submitted online. It is not possible to file a joint tax return with the 
spouse. If the spouse has no own income, he or she has to be listed as a dependant on the 
applicant's declaration form. In any other case both partners have to file separate forms.

Other taxes 
The V.A.T. rate in Brazil (ICMS) is usually fixed at 18% but specific rates apply to a number of goods 
(25% for luxury goods and 7% on basic food products). Certain products are entirely exempt from 
tax like fruit, vegetables, books and newspapers.

All motor vehicle owners have to pay an annual motor vehicle tax (IPVA). It has to be paid in 
instalments at the current tax rate depending on the vehicle's value. The vehicle owner receives a 
letter from the Department of Transport and then has to pay the amount due at his local bank. The 
receipt has to be kept in the car as a certification that the annual IPVA has been paid.
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The official languages in Brazil are Portuguese and sign language. Brazilian Portuguese differs 
slightly from Portuguese spoken in Portugal. So if you intend coming to Brazil and staying for a 
longer period, you should pay attention to learning the “right” Portuguese beforehand. Portuguese 
is spoken by almost the entire Brazilian population which means that there are around 190 million 
speakers in Brazil alone.

Besides Portuguese, there is also a high presence of native languages in Brazil, mainly in the 
northern regions of the country. Yet except for a few isolated native tribes, Portuguese is the main 
and only language of communication. Some immigrant communities, established in Brazil at the 
end of the 19th century, still preserve their language to a certain degree. So if you are in the south 
of Brazil, where these communities are located, you could be addressed in your own language.

Due to Brazil's rising importance in the global market, the importance of Portuguese as a world 
language will rise. If you are going to Brazil only for a short period and thus think that learning 
Portuguese is not worth the effort, you might miss a chance of gaining valuable qualification which 
might help advance your future career.

Can you get by with English in Brazil?
Do not think that you can get away with speaking English in Brazil. The number of Brazilians speaking 
English is very low. If you speak Spanish you will be able to understand and to communicate with 
the locals on a certain level but some Brazilians might get offended when being spoken to in 
Spanish.

On the other hand Brazilians will highly appreciate if you try to learn and speak Portuguese, even 
if it is on a basic level. As they are very friendly and communicative speaking their language will 
help you make many friends and establish important business contacts if you put some effort into 
learning Portuguese.

Characteristics of Brazilian Portuguese
When the Portuguese arrived in the area of South America in the 16th century, which is now Brazil, 
their language met the main local linguistic family, Tupi-Guaraní, in particular the Tupinambá 
dialect. Over the centuries the different dialects intermingled with Portuguese. Further enrichment 
to the language were brought by the various dialects of African slaves.

Language
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This led to the differences between Brazilian Portuguese and that spoken in Portugal. It is mainly 
based on pronunciation differences. Whereas the European Portuguese sounds quite rough, 
Brazilian Portuguese is very nasal and thus appears softer. Other differences appear in the lexical. 
There are different words for the same item in European and Brazilian Portuguese. The same word 
can refer to two different items. Other significant differences can be found in the orthography. 
Words which in European Portuguese contain a cc, cç or ct but also a pc, pç or pt are reduced in 
Brazilian Portuguese to the last letter only.

Learning Brazilian Portuguese is certainly a challenge. Yet the reward you get of being able to 
integrate with the locals and improve your job perspectives, is definitely worth the effort. There are 
various ways of learning Portuguese all of which will include a lot of self-discipline and exercise.

The best way to learn Portuguese is to immerse yourself in it as soon as you arrive in Brazil. Try 
to mingle with the locals and start conversations whenever you can, with your neighbours, at the 
shop, or with the cab driver. It might sound like a painful exercise but it is worth it in the long run. 
The more effort you make at the beginning, the quicker you will learn and the sooner you will feel 
comfortable speaking to anyone about anything.

Brazilian television
Watching television is probably the quickest (and certainly the most entertaining) way to increase 
your listening comprehension. It is free and you are guaranteed to hear people speaking naturally 
and fast. The more you listen and watch, the quicker you will find yourself picking up words and 
phrases. Brazil is also known for its telenovelas and a growing film industry, so you should be able 
to find something that suits you. And beside the language you can also learn something about the 
country's culture and customs.

Language schools in Brazil
A language school might be the best option if you are serious about learning Portuguese. Taking 
courses at a language school combined with practice outside the classroom will yield excellent 
results. As far as language schools go in Brazil there are many choices. Brazilian language schools 
can be found in many cities and for a variety of prices. You will get the widest choice in large cities 
such as Rio de Janeiro or São Paulo, whereas the variety in smaller cities will be much smaller or 
non-existent. You will often find classes of 10 students or less – these small classes are ideal in 
that they offer both opportunities for practice with other students and individual attention from the 
instructor.

Language exchanges in Brazil
Learning Portuguese with a Brazilian language partner is not only the cheapest option, but you can 
also learn a lot about the country. With a bit of searching on your own you will find many people 
willing to exchange their Portuguese for your language. To find a suitable partner you can search 
local or online classifieds. Expatriate websites are the best places to search as they have the most 
variety.

Private tuition
Private classes are a great option if you find that language schools do not provide enough individual 
attention. The best way to find a private teacher is to look online on expatriate websites, but you 
can also look on university boards, or at expatriate cafes.

Using books and Online Learning programmes on your own is helpful if you are a highly motivated 
self-learner. If not, then you will find this method difficult and ineffective. However, books can offer 
excellent practice for learning the basics before you go to Brazil. While books can help you with 
grammar and vocabulary, online learning can help you with pronunciation.
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Regardless of whether you use it as a learning tool, you should bring a pocket dictionary or phrase 
book with you to Brazil.

Another option is using computer programs designed for language learning. While they are no 
replacement for lessons and practice with other people, these programmes are more interactive 
than books and can actually test you on your grammar, writing, speaking and listening.

CELPE-Bras
The CELPE-Bras (Certificado de Proficiência em Lingua Portuguesa para Estrangeiros) is a language 
certificate for Brazilian Portuguese as foreign language. It is the only one in Brazil which is officially 
recognised by the Ministry of Education (Ministerio da Educação do Brasil). You can make a CELPE-
Bras test in numerous language schools throughout Brazil.
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Celsium Powered by Brunel is unique.
Celsium Powered by Brunel is the future of relocation.
Celsium Powered by Brunel represents a change in the relocation industry.

Here are a few characteristics that set us apart from other relocation companies: 

 ■ Dedicated Personal Coordinator & Account Manager
 ■ 24/7 availability - no more 09:00 – 17:00 Monday – Friday
 ■ 98 physical offices worldwide - biggest industry coverage
 ■ Knowledge to coordinate services worldwide and offer advice to your HR/mobility team and 
your employees

 ■ Cloud and smartphone-based systems accessible to stakeholders anywhere at any time
 ■ We are completely transparent & open to how we operate
 ■ A reporting suite designed around your needs

Celsium Powered by Brunel prides itself in delivering high-quality relocation support through our 
very proactive approach to dealing with our clients and customers. The benefit of this mindset is 
that we can offer an extraordinarily personalized service to you and can react very quickly to any 
situation. If you need us to provide a non-standard service or go another extra mile, we are always 
happy to do what is necessary to ensure success. Each individual employee has a unique set of 
requirements and circumstances. Celsium Powered by Brunel assigns a dedicated, single point of 
coordination - a Personal Coordinator - to guide and support each employee through every step 
of their individual journey until settled in their new location. The Personal Coordinator, supported 
by a designated Account Manager, also serves as a day-today contact working alongside your HR 
department, providing guidance and management information to help you achieve your targets 
and manage your relocations and international assignments with confidence. Celsium Powered 
by Brunel is committed to reducing the time and effort spent by HR teams handling relocation 
programs.

Why Choose Us?



Relocation Made Easy

Contact Celsium Powered by Brunel 
today!

T: +44 (0)121 241 1430
E: welcome@celsiummobility.com
W: celsiummobility.com

Contact Brunel Brazil to learn more 
about Brunel’s recruitment and 
workforce services.

T: +55 21 3328 2828
E: brazil@brunel.net
W: brunel.net

Looking for recruitment and workforce services 
in Brazil?

With 100+ offices around the world and local offices in Perth, Brisbane, Hunter 
Valley, Mackay and Melbourne, Brunel delivers the people and solutions your 
project needs to move forward.

✓ Deliver projects on time, within budget, safely and compliantly
✓ Get the professionals you need before your competition does
✓ Mobilise project teams anywhere in the world, quickly
✓ Grow your company

Our Industries:

    Oil & Gas        Mining

    Renewable Energy      Automotive

    Infrastructure


